FAIRIES in the GARDEN

APRIL 5 - SEPTEMBER 2, 2024

Admission by donation (suggested $5/person) • Pet friendly, except during special events
No smoking or vaping

#6 CHILDREN’S FAIRY GARDEN HOUSE BUILDERS

Yummy Madness
Elliott Paasch

Road Work
Nathan Paasch

Magical Dessert Fairyland
Madeline and Holly Harper

Fairy Land
Adaline and Olivia Messmore

Fairy Forest
Amelia, Nancy and Ron Menello

Play Place
Nanny and Charlotte

Rest Stop
Vivian

Dragon Cave
Eric Baden

Hotel Transylvania Cave
Ben Baden

Pixie House
Natalie Baden

Fairy Beach House
Rebecca Baden

Gnome Sweet Gnomes
Dee Jeffers, Leah, Aiden and Oliver Patterson

Gnomes Magic Emporium
Lily, Nicole, Charlotte, and Matt Drennan

Forest Fairy House
Forest Porterfield and parents

Fairy Farm Land
Emily and Margaret Finn

Magic Garden
Katherine, Harper, Emma, and Drew Janicek

The Pixie Playhouse
Labne Family

Alice’s Place
Alice, Steve, Henry, and Christina Gardner

Fairy Castle
Norah Polgreen

Fairy Treehouse Land
Lucy and Logan Weiss

Dragon Lair
Lexie Miller

Fairy Fox Nature Hut
Teagan Nosich

Secret Fairy Hideout
Steve, AJ, Gia, and Rosy Caci

Tiger Queen Home
Jackson Evin, Nonna, Pop Pop, & Mommy

Unicorn Lane
Scarlett Dailey and Lilah Condle

Sea Shell Fun House
Jahla, Jenn, Jaylor, and Jorden Black

Unicorn Stable
Maya and Kelly Sohou

Creature Cove
Apollonia, Danica, Dax, Meghan and Octavia Carly

Unicorn Magical Land
Oriana Miller

Dragon Dragon
Lucas Arrigo Oriana Miller

Supernatural Sanctuary
Jmes W. and Hensley Fowkes

The Bridge to Harmony
Callen, Colton, Katie and Spencer Bolte

Creepi Tiki
Jess, JalaSia, Zi and Skylor Commodore

Tardigrade Ushy Mushy Abode
Caspiun, Catalina, Dan and Dartagnan Kidd

Floral Fantasy
Emily Long

Fairies Tower & Fairies House
Shawn Arrego

Pretty Fairy
Natalie Lumpkins

The Outdoor Land
Barret Miller

The Bunny Dish
Delaney Miller

The Crab Flower House
Marilyn Lunsford and Delaney Miller

Magical Land
Ava Dooley

Fairies in the Woods
Kara Jessica

Dragon Volcano
Zachary Polgreen

Gnome Home
Penny Goodenough

The Planetarium
Michelle Rickert

A Fairy’s Cozy Home
Sophie, Emily, Noemy and Carlos Merlos

Hagrid’s Hut
Kya Laughery, Kayla Pearson, & Steve Laughery

The Daisy Town
Girl Scout Troop 10072

Welcome Fairies! Please Have a Seat
Cece and Katelyn Scrittore

Cora’s Fairy House
Cora, Kristen, Harrison, and Elise Witmer

Country Cabin
Keira Anderson

Fairy in a Box
Heather

Duckbill Cottage
Alexis, Kylie, Madelyn, and Grayson Burcham

Fire
Malakai Cowart

The Dragon Has Woken
Abigail, Chris, Natalie Graham, & Sarah Landmann

Unicorn and Gnome House
Ayanna Wells

Gnome Party
Acacia Wells

Pumpkin Pool Party
Olivia, Melanie, Pendragon, and Catalina Kidd

Magical Cottage
Clara, Kristen, Eric, and Luca Gyorgy

Woodland Tower
Verona Wireman

Fairy Apartments
Ginny Emory

Fairy Beach
Lauren, Stephanie, Maggie, and Steve Fennell

Avery Fairy Campsite
Avery, Chase, Dave Doswell, Jessica Chappel

The Friendly Village
Isaac, Lilith, Lucas, Gryffin, & Aeswyn

Fairy Town
Dominic Gibbons
#1 Spring Dragon
Kelly and Lily Carter, Violet Guy, Chris Naylor

#2 Cozy Campfire
Violet, Shannon and Joyce Baker, and Juliana Sacker

Harmony House
Panleigh, Mason, Kristina, Lisa and John Webster

#3 52 Fairy Lane
Ryan, Ana, Sarah and Taylor Mack

#4 Hobbit Hill
Shannon Wenzlick

The “Rambshackle”
Melissa Winslow Langley

A Gnome Home
Leilani Laye

#5 Hays Beach Love Shack
B. Sopato

The Gnome Hut
Graham, Elizabeth, Derrick

Old Gnome Watchtower O.G.W.
Michael Puglia

#6 CHILDREN’S FAIRY GARDEN HOUSE BUILDERS (FRONT)

#7 Tinker Bunny House
River, Wren, Becky and Kyle

Fairyland
Boy an Girls Clubs of Southern Maryland

Home “Tweet” Home Fairy Birdhouse
Elizabeth Harrington

Gnome at Work, Fairies at Play
Fran and Kevin Moran, Debi Jagodziński

#8 Small Magical Creatures Realms
Southern Maryland Community Resources

Calvert County: Travis Fink, Claire Blumberg, Ashlee Martin, Anna Swanson, Katie Stillwell, Adam Dethloff, Kayla Echard, Seth Irwin, Sami Willey, Michael Salvagni, Hanna Reams, Alexea Wentz, Cassidy Freeman, India Stewart, Corey Mackall

St. Mary’s County: Cameron Patterson, Josh Grant, Melvin Gross, Tracey Norris, Ashley Kallenbach, Arielle Grut, Shelby Beal, Chelsea Lovelady, Dan Woodward, Melody Chase, Christy Blinkley, Virginia Brown, Jose Williams, Ashli Robe, Rachel Vanekos


#9 Black Pearl Hut
Ann Staudroed

Gnome Place Like Home
Andrea and Justin Brady

Delta Braun’s Little Farm
Naomi, Felicity and Shepard Cook

#10 Moss Man Gnome Home
Holly and Keni Budd

Fairy Hobbit
Julie Hutchins

Fairy Gardens
Zoe, Margot, Danita, and Somchai Boonchoaisri

#11 Gorgon Hole
Kate Childs Graham

Cryptid Clubhouse
Hailey, Kyle, Amanda, and Justin Kreh

#12 Dragon’s Nest
Ashley & Owen Jolliver

Dragon Cave
Tiffany Reams-Connelly, and Freya and William Connelly

#13 Untitled
Laura Hollon

The Inn-Between
Darey and Alex White

Pasulu Garden
Patricia Olivieri, Suki Acosta, Lucia Gonzalez

#14 Shell Cottage
Wendy Wenzlick

Coastal Fairies
Tara and Russ Tokarski

Mermaid Garden
Chantel, Athenia, Orison, and Kyle Kirkner

#15 Cottage in the Forest
Samantha, Ava, Clara, and Emma Williams

Grumpy Gnome
Shawn Wenzlick

Sea Nymph Cottage
Lisa Figueroa

#16 Down by the Sea
Ann Ludington

On Top of the World
Sandra and Ryan Wheeler, Sage, Kayla and Kylie Lankford

#17 Blue Cat
Cissy and H.L. Langley III

#18 The Love Shack
Casey Lamar, Ellen Jackson

Creature Garden
Alina, Julian, Amanda, and Jesse

The Swing of Friendship
Spark Luxkey

#19 Wooden Teepee
Lucy Austin

Fairy Tent
Cora

Bamboo Forest
Kayleigh and Grace Oursler

#20 Manny’s Gnomes
Manny Conner

Mya’s Faeries
Mya Conner

Butterfly Landing Zone
Mango and Michael Bauman

#21 The Little Gem
Rose, Thomas, Brittany, and Hunter Dempsey

The Getaway Cabin
Abby Puglia

#22 Lily’s Shroom
Hannah and Jeff Godissart

Fairy Circle Village
Maria Allison

#23 The Mushroom
Brielle B. and Ahnaleah M.

Mush Love Abode
Kelly Perna

Mushroom House
PPMS Garden Club

#24 Fairies on an Alien Adventure
Cheryl Adams and Lucas Motic

#25 Fairy and Gnome Village
Girl Scout Troop 11042

Ollie’s Forest and Ice Dragons
Ollie and Grandma

#26 Little Baby Tree
Gabby, Tara, and Nick Pallotta

#27 Pixie Land Cafe
Liz Wilson, Isabelle Wilson, and John Strong

Fairies on Parade
Adalyn Allenwalt, Nicki Dumaine, Cheyenne and Mackenzie

#28 Fairy Village
Lucas and Isaiah Neubert, Max Wingate, Everett and Elliot Newgreen, Leah Everson, Aubrie & Emily Craven

#29 Poolside Fairies
Hughes, Michelle, Larn and Gavin Gutierrez

Untitled
Gary Pope

Fairy Dust House
Jessica Stotler, Lee, Eliza, Glen and Terry

#30 The Watcher
Jim Mackey

Miss Flora’s Meadow Brook Fairy Cottage
Brenda Roff

#31 Dragon Master Fairy Garden
Adalyn and Judi Hayden

Fairy Loft-Land
Ria Kaika

#32 Gnome Alone
Gloria Dorsey

Bark Bungalow
Lucy Entwhistle

Unisaur
Carol Harvat

#33 Driftwood Condo
Connie and Tommy Follin

#34 Elf Village
Steph and James Ehret

Disco Fairy House
Meredith Meier

#35 Belle-Belle’s Fairy House
Arabella, Adley, Lindsey and Andrew Lavin

The Fairy House Lookout
Ruby and Audie Strickland

Fairy Light
Carolyn Schindler

#36 Fairy Hollow
Brian, Shannon, Camille and Carter Crush

#37 The Rainbow Cottage
Melissa, Brynn, Lilian, Olivias and Russell Racine

#38 Magical Garden
Nora, Lucy, Ben and Mikaela Caplinger

Fairy and Gnome Village
Girl Scout Troop 11042

#39 The Lair
Shauna Kocher

#40 Fairy House and Dragon Cave
PPMS Garden Club

The Resting Place
Amelia & Imogene Pastorek

#41 Woodland Elf Throne
Debbie and Don Erb

#42 The Greenhouse
Shayma Zabiegalski

Gaia Earth Mother of the Fairies
Jeannette Modic

The Crystal Garden
Paul and Becky Flanagan

#43 The Enchanted Mushroom Field
Skyler, Kristina, Sterling and Joshua Dill

The Beading Place
Mackenzie, Paul, Cameron and Ashley Olexa

#44 Repurposing of a Stump
Karin Stewart, Scott, Halei and Jocelyn Long

#45 The Shack of Love and Fairies
Austyn Dushalta and Akia Duesel

Fly On Inn
Janet Wells